
LAT 311  Oughton 

Vocab Quiz Explanation: 

 

The vocab quizzes for this class will focus solely on your Latin-to-English vocabulary, so I will 

be providing you with a single form of the Latin word and asking you to provide any subsequent 

lexical information (verb principal parts, gen. sing. and gender of nouns, etc.) and at least one 

correct English meaning of the word. While you only need to produce one correct meaning to 

earn credit for the quiz, I encourage you to study all the meanings given (especially important 

idioms) to broaden your understanding of the semantic range of these important Latin terms.  

 

Here is some further explanation about what I want you to provide for each part of speech: 

 

Verbs: I will provide the first principal part, please provide the other principal parts and at least 

one correct English meaning. 

 Ex: eō –  īre, iī, itum – to go 

 

Nouns: I will provide the nominative singular form, please provide the genitive singular, the 

gender, and at least one correct English meaning. 

 Ex: rēs – reī, fem. - thing, matter 

 

Adjectives or Pronouns: I will provide the nominative singular masculine form, please provide 

the remaining forms (usually fem. and nt. nom. sing.-but watch out for the third declension adj.!) 

and at least one correct English meaning. 

 Ex (Adj.): magnus – magna, magnum - great 

Ex (Pron.): aliquis – aliqua, aliquid – anyone, anything 

 

Preposition: I will provide the preposition, please provide the case(s) that the preposition 

requires, and at least one correct English meaning. (Where the preposition requires multiple 

cases, please list each of them with their own English meanings) 

 Ex: in –  (+abl.) – in; (+acc.) – to, into 

 

Adverbs or Conjunctions: I will provide the Latin term, please provide at least one correct 

English meaning. 

 Ex: sed - but 


